RISE NOW!
END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN!

PSI WOMEN CAUCUS
Sunday 25 November 2012, 11:30-13:30

PSI women speak out “violence against women” in Durban, South Africa

1. **Opening remarks**, by WOC Chair

2. **Introduction of the topic and a quick overview and purpose**

3. **Introduction of speakers**

4. **Ending inequality/Legal framework in South Africa**, by Ms. Janine Hicks, Commissioner of Gender Equality from South Africa

5. **Raising investments in Public Services, Addressing MDGs**, by Annie Geron (PSI Vice President/Philippines) and Danielle Legault (Canada)

6. **Brief interactions and ideas for action 2013-2017 based on the new Programme of Action**

7. **Message to the PSI Congress 2012 and to the next WOC**

8. **Conclusions**

9. **Close of the Caucus**